
Consultee Comment for planning application
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Application Number 18/01442/FUL

Location Woodfield Farm Broadway Road Birlingham Pershore WR10 3AG

Proposal Extensions to existing packhouse facilities and dismantling three existing buildings and two
glasshouses

Case Officer Katherine Smith  

Organisation Birlingham Parish Council

Name Mrs J Hiden

Address Lamorna Birlingham Pershore WR10 3AF

Type of Comment Comment

Type

Comments Birlingham Parish Council Representatives of the Parish Council met with the applicant and
carried out a site inspection at their invitation on 7th August. We had a constructive
discussion in which the Parish Council recognised the benefits this application would have to
the applicants business and the applicant recognised the need to minimise the impact the
business has on village residents. In summary: ? The new build area is matched by the area
of existing buildings to be demolished. So it does not represent an increased build foot print.
The Parish Council understands the reasons for the development are to improve production
flow, meet increasing Health and Safety requirements and increasing client requirements, as
well as addressing labour efficiency issues. ? The main concern raised with the Parish Council
by village residents relates to the existing level of vehicle movements and the fear that this
application may result in a further increase in heavy traffic if the farm?s operations expand,
taking advantage of the more efficient cooling and packaging made available by the new
buildings. The noise from HGV?s arriving during the night and in the early hours of the
morning is of particular concern for residents in Upper End whose properties are close to the
narrow road. It is therefore especially important to ensure there is no increase in vehicle
movements as a result of this proposal. The Parish Council would be prepared to support the
application but would ask the planning officer to consider applying the following conditions as
appropriate: ? There is no increase in vehicle movements as a result of this application. This
seems reasonable as the applicant has assured the Parish Council that the development
would not result in an increase in business. ? Vehicle access to the site (and therefore the
village) be prohibited before 6:00am in the summer (March to October) and 7:00am in the
winter. This was discussed with the applicant and considered workable. Suggestions included
advising hauliers who arrive overnight to park at Strensham Service Station on the M5 rather
than coming into the village and parking in unauthorised areas. The reasoning behind these
suggestions is based on the way the business operates as explained to us by the applicant: ?
The vast majority of produce processed during March to October is from their own farm
tenure, with a very small percentage being from other local farms who use the applicant to
sell on to the applicants clients. Therefore the vehicle movements in this period are
generated from applicant grown produce client vehicles, and we were reassured that the
volume of vehicles will not increase as there are no plans to increase their farm tenure or to
increase the volume of local farms produce they handle. ? From November to March, the
applicant has more vehicle movements into the site, these mainly originating from abroad,
when they buy in produce to package and sell on to the applicants clients. We are informed
that the site is only manned and operational from 6am in the Summer and 7am in the
winter. The suggested condition that prohibits access to the site by lorries prior to 6am and
7am in the summer and winter respectively is to stop lorries arriving too early and disturbing
residents and also avoid parking in the village in unauthorised areas. Although we appreciate
this might, in planning terms, be difficult to achieve, the applicant has agreed to instruct in
writing it?s winter delivery vehicles to arrive only from 7am onwards. Could this be
considered please?
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